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Line Dance
Left Foot Lead
Intermediate

INTRO: (12)  12 Count Wait
(8)  2 Heel Slur & Basic

A: (4)  Double Rock Chug
(4)  Catawba
(4)  2 Basics
(4)  1 Finn
(4)  2 Kentucky Drag
(4)  1 Loop Rock Loop
(8)  Repeat above 2 steps with opposite footwork

B: (4)  1 Rocking Chair
(4)  1 Crossout Lift
(4)  1 Joey
(4)  1 Vine Rock Slur
(4)  1 Black Mountain  ¼ Left
(4)  1 Turning Pushoff  ¼ Left
(4)  2 Unclog  Forward
(4)  1 Triple  Back

C: (4)  1 Rooster Run
(4)  1 Pigeon Charleston
(8)  Repeat above 2 steps with opposite footwork
(4)  1 Karate Turn  ½ Left
(8)  1 Louisiana  ½ Right
(4)  1 Roundout
(4)  1 Run Stamp
(4)  1 Basic
(4)  1 Simone Stomp

REPEAT: A, B, C

END: (4)  1 Rooster Run
(4)  1 Pigeon Charleston
(8)  Repeat above 2 steps with opposite footwork

SEQUENCE: INTRO, A,B,C, A,B,C, END

Pigeon Charleston:  (os) (tog) [UP]  (f)  (b)
L LR LR L R R L L
&  1 &  2 &  3 &  4

*As you DS swing both heels out, then reverse bringing heels together.

Crossout Lift:  (apt)  (L xf) (apt)  (R xf) (apt)  (tog) [UP]
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&  1 &  2 &  3 &  4